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avit^c 3_berlin 2004
> A collaboration
to explore technology, com-
munity and VJ art, together 
the hacking, open source and 
VJ worlds.
The world of VJs has always 
been defined by the available 
technology and the possibili-
ties it offers to make a new 
form of visual art and enter-
tainment. The world of hackers 
has always been about altering 
current and future technol-
ogy and adjust it to ones 
need. Both meet at the point 
of finding creative ways to 
use the tools available. So on 

the 27|28|29 December 2004 
AVIT will hit Alexanderplatz, 
Berlin to hold an in-depth 
festival as part of the 21st 
Chaos Communication Congress 
(21C3) and conclude with a 
clubnight in Berlin’s legendary 
music scene.
The possibility of the AVIT 
conferences - the largest col-
loborative gathering of VJs 
– taking part at the Chaos 
Communication Congress - one 
of the most important annual 
hacker conferences - has been 
proven to be a great source of 
inspiration to both sides

for the first time with the 
OpenAirVIT in 2003 at the 
Chaos Communication Camp near 
Berlin. Staged at the center 
point of the “art and beauty” 
exhibits hall and with access 
to the conference and workshop 
rooms AVIT will be producing 
a programme drawn from the vj 
community’s input, such as 
showcases, vj to vj talks, 
technique and technology ses-
sions, experimental labs, and 
will host special contextual 
projects such as a collabora-
tion with famous Blinkenlights 
project (blinkenlights.de).

AVIT^C3 will be defined by what 
the VJs and visual artists 
have to offer each other. If 
you think you want to hold a 
talk, have a special offer for 
workshops, be part of a discus-
sion round or just want to 
showcase your work have some 
special programm to show want 
to work with the Blinkenlights 
crew on a video to Blinken-
lights software. We are open 
for all possibilities and All 
talks to be held in english. 
If you just want to come along 
to learn or collaborate please 
drop us a line.

The Prototypen – collective for optophonic communication acting as regional coordination group will 
organize AVIT^C3 in full cooperation with the Chaos Computer Club and the AVIT UK crew.



> AVIT is an event
for VJs and Audio Visual art-
ists aimed at developing the 
scene through a programm of 
perform- ances, educational 
workshops and discussion 
amongst the artists, the public 
and the industry. But above 
all its about getting together 
in a community spirit, seeing 
inspirational work, and forging 
new relationships. If you are 
unsure about what a vj is then 
you in the right place as we 
offer advice and guidance to 
newcomers as well as looking 
at issues that are relevant to 
more experienced artists.

One of the more unique aspects 
of AVIT that is has developed 
from the online vj commu-
nity at http://www.vjforums.
com and http://www.vjcentral.
com. These two sites were 
created by Exhale, a VJ based 
in Switzer- land, as an open 
publishing sys- tem where VJ Ðs 
and artists can come and share 
resources, tips, tricks and 
advice. The pool of knowledge 
and talent that ex ists there 
is quite inspiring and enables 
professionals look ing for 
advanced information as well 
a being place where com plete 
beginners can about the art and 
get first hands on experience. 

what is avit



> The European
 Hacker Conference
The 21st Chaos Communication 
Congress (21C3) is a three-day 
conference on technology, soci-
ety and utopia. The Congress 
offers lectures and workshops 
on a multitude of topics 
including (but not limited to) 
information technology, IT-se-
curity, internet, cryptography 
and generally a critical-crea-
tive attitude towards technol-
ogy and the discussion about 
the effects of technological 
advances on society.

The Chaos Communication Con-
gress is the annual congress of 
the Chaos Computer Club e.V. 
(CCC). The Congress has estab-
lished itself as the “European 
Hacker Conference” bringing in 
people from all over Europe and 
even further away.
The congress not only addresses 
the techno geek but also those 
who are interested in appli-
ances and aftermathes. A part 
of the lectures will be held in 
English, the rest in German. 
The language used for each lec-
ture is clearly marked in the 
conference program.

> What’s happening?
As last year, the Congress 
takes place at Berliner Con-
gress Center at Alexanderplatz 
in Berlin-Mitte. As usual, 
interesting lectures await 
you (in three tracks) and the 
Hackcenter - expanded by 50% 
compared to last year - is 
ready for trial and error.
Even more activities will be 
provided in the additional 
workshop room and the lecture 
series of the Haecksen, our 
female hackers. Art & Beauty 
is coming back and promises a 
lot of fun.

21c 3_– chaoscomputer club



Timeless modern architecture, 
ideal spatial configuration and 
its central location make the 
bcc a unique event location 
in Berlin.Converted in a way 
that preserved the building’s 
historic character and yet 
fundamentally modernised the 
facility, it has been offering 
a significantly extended and 
more flexible 10,000 m2 floor 
area for events since Sept2003. 
Right on Alexanderplatz events  
For over 2,000 guests. Event 
rooms more than 20. Exhibition 
space around 3,000 m. Technol-
ogy state of the art

bcc - berliner congress centrum
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> berliner stammtisch
 meeting
 head: berlin vjs
> vmp stammtisch
 “what means
 socially concerned,…?” 
 head: vmp

> breaking free of the screen
 alternative projection
 systems and their impact on 
 the scene
 head: cmbauder, john, fALk
> corporate sponsoring
 various aspects of a
 corporate sponsored VJ scene.
 head: fALk

> motion lab
 apple motion on the
 working bench 
 head: fALk
> software presentations
 3DJ 1.0, ES-X 1,…
 head: cmbauder, john

> concept of a story 
 based vj-set
 storytelling for te pixel brain
 head: fALk
> high definition video and vjing
 talk a little bit about do-
  ing visuals in HDV
 head: eva (eye|con)

> the blinkenlights connection
 producing content for the
 blinkenlights installation
 head: fALk
> tresor collaboration
 lets have one hour together
 at tresor.
 head: fRED

> hang the vj
 do visual destroy nightlife?
 head: fRED

> midi lab
 how midi can improve your
 vj-performance
 head: hamageddon

> introduction to nato/jitter 
 programming for visual people
 head: kritian flux

  planned   in progress



 some others

eye|con
wien.at (showcase)
John Dekron
berlin.de (showcase)
w-h-i-t-e-v-o-i-d
.de (special showcase)
video peacocks
Baitz.de (special showcase)
Zambari
torun.pl (showcase)
fluchtpunkt
zürich.ch (showcase)
hamageddon
ffm.de (showcase)
elektroschröder
ffm.de (showcase)
visomat inc.
berlin.de (special showcase)
peter maxavision
amsterdam.nl (panel)
zelabo
LilleCedex.fr (a/v showcase)
XNOgrafikz
MexicoCity.mx (a/v showcase)
Mistaken Generation
.uk (showcase)
Jon Baxter
Auckland.nz (showcase)
zoozoozoo
Hamburg.de (showcase) 
E-GRUPPE
berlin.de (showcase)
anton korndörfer
.de (showcase)
fRED
berlin.de (showcase)
proto.beamaz:fALK 
berlin.de (showcase)

 C3 
contents    

in progress   
planned

showcases



> lets go …

> you and i got something
 to say

> try out and learn someone 
 will help you

> up to one hour lessons 
 held by someone

working

panel

workshops

lectures
> special showcases
 with talk

> a/v showcases

> individual showcases

show

a/v

special



> Motion Lab:
head:fALk Meant as a short 
introduction into motion as a 
very fast tool for preparing 
VJ loops this is more a hands 
on training and exploring of 
the program.

workshop

> pixel want to break free 
of the screen.
head:JohnDeKron (BIX), fALk 
(blinkenlights), 3DJ (vjing in 
the 3rd dimension) The screen 
in a club is seen by many VJs 
the most problem- atic aspect 
of our art. It is what sets us 
apart from the ever present 
music that club goers can not 
escape. There are lots of 
interesting projects that try 
to overcome this problem either 
through adding a dimension let- 
ting people be inside the visu-
als or multiside projections 
(black box clubbing) or through 
sheer size of the visuals. The 
panel speakers will explain 
their experience with some of 
those ideas (also to be seen 
and experienced at the confer-
ence) and try to discuss other 
and futuristic ways of getting 
the kinematics into the heads 
of the audience.

panel

> narrative VJing:
head: fALk / paul und lara kom- 
men ja wahrscheinlich nicht 
:/ Breaking free of the truly 
ab- stract nature of visuals 
is a goal not many VJs share. 
This speech will show some 
technics to get a visual nar-
rative going. CTRL-V is one of 
the first test to have a fully 
self produce VJ narrative that 
extends over 45 minutes. fALk 
will explain his thoughts on 
the matter and give insights on 
the things learned from this 
experiment.

lectures

for example

> PIXEL under
 Corporate Pressure
heads: Peter maxavision, 
fRED, fALk, flora&fauna This 
discussion round table tries 
to shed some light on the on 
various aspects of a corporate 
sponsored VJ scene. Parralels 
will be drawn to the corporate 
sponsored electronic music 
bussiness in times of a failed 
corporate Loveparade. Current 
VJ events like the Motorola VJ 
Contest will be put under the 
microscope and examined for 
corporate ethics, the artists 
freedom and the rights. The 
goal is it to formulate some 
kind of corporate ethics in 
the VJ scene to guarantee the 
pixels freedom, artistic diver-
sity and the artists right for 
the future of the VJ scene at 
large.

panel



> after conference party
For almost a century the space functioned as the vault rooms for Wertheim, one of Europe’s largest department stores at the 
time. The original steel bars and safety deposit boxes remain intact (ok, a few dents and scratches...), creating an extremely 
unique atmosphere. The Globus Floor and bar (mainly for house music), and the Aurora Café are located upstairs, above the 
former vault rooms. Through the back of the upstairs area one passes through the toilet area, the rockin’ Tuna Bar and into 
the back yard Tuna Garden, which opens during the summer months. Every year on Loveparade Sunday, the Tuna Garden expands into 
Tresor Park for an all-day outdoor rave. Downstairs in the basement is the coatcheck and the Tresor Floor: dark, musty, low 
ceilings, wicked sound and techno music like you’ve never heard it before. The bar is unique and practical, and further on one 
passes through comfortable chill areas and finally the Tresor Shop. Be sure to check out our online club gallery for the visual 
trip.
> Impressions
One can’t have a more intense techno experience anywhere else than in Tresor. The combination of the music and the atmosphere 
create an energetic totality. This is confirmed time and again by the multitudes of regular guests and party people from around 
the world who come for the Tresor experience. Tresor’s parties are well-known for their diversity created by the unique DJ’s 
and artists defining the Tresor sound, and by the various floors, halls and chambers uncovered by Tresor visitors.
> Music Styles
Pure underground techno, electro, tech-house, house. Resident DJ’s: Baeks, Dafyr, Dash, Dry, Djoker Daan, Kriek, Mack, Mad Max, 
Marc Snow, Sender Berlin DJ Team, Steve D., Tom Clark, Trias, Wimpy and many, many others.
> Bar
Soft drinks 0,3 L: 2,00 - 4,00 €  Bier: 3,00 € Sparkling Wine: 3,00 € Long drinks: 5,00 € Shots: 2,50 €

 29.12.2004
 23:00

> Location
Tresor Club / Globus
Leipziger Strasse 126 a
10117 Berlin-Mitte
U/S-Bahn Station:
Potsdamer Platz / Mohrenstrasse



 

prices
> Full ticket
Standard
EUR 40,00
Members
EUR 30,00
Members of CCC e.V., SSDe.V. 
and VJCentral
Pupils
EUR 25,00
Valid ID required

> Day ticket
Standard
EUR 20,00
Members
EUR 15,00
Members of CCC e.V., SSDe.V. 
and VJCentral
Pupils
EUR 10,00
Valid ID required

links
> Avit:
http://www.avit.info
> Avit^C3:
http://www.avit.info/avitc3
> Chaos Communication Congress:
http://www.ccc.de/congress/2004
> berliner congress center:
http://www.bcc-berlin.de
> Tresor:
http://www.tresor-berlin.de

> Collaborative Tools:
> 21C3 Wiki:
http://21c3.ccc.de/wiki
https://21c3.ccc.de/wiki/index.
php/AVIT%5EC3_Berlin_VJ_Con-
ference
> MailingListe:
mailto:avit_C3-
subscribe@prototypen.com
> Travel & Accommodation:
http://www.ccc.de/con-
gress/2004/travel.en.html
http://www.ccc.de/con-
gress/2004/accommodation.
en.html
http://21c3.ccc.de/wiki/index.
php/Accommodation

contacts:
mailto:avitc3@prototypen.com

Head organizational crew:
fRED
mailto:fred@kaklotter.de
tel: +49 179 749 00 18
AIM: frandom74
fALk
mailto:falk@prototypen.com
tel: +49 33203 21320
mobile: +49 172 344 77 18
AIM: falk@mac.com

Audio booking and organisation:
Stephan aká MoGreens
mailto:mogreens@prototypen.com
mobile: +49  172 365 15 96
AIM: mogreens44

Travel and Accommodations:
Bastai
mailto:bastai@prototypen.com
tel: +49 177 5369670
AIM: BuzztHigh

Audio and Laptop Jam Technics:
Grisu
mailto:grisu@prototypen.com
AIM: grysuekv

> Tradition at the Chaos Communication Congress
has it that the community is paying for their own. That means that everyone is paying the entrance fee including the higher up organ-
izers. That ensures a free community without corporate pressure(sponsoring) or a forced political direction(govermental money). Speakers 
are also asked to pay the entrance fee, but since these people are already contributing so much time this will be handled on a VOLUNTARY 
basis. For people just coming for their showcase at night will be asked for a voluntary support fee. If you have just a showcase and want 
to stay the whole four days you will have to pay for the full ticket. We hope you understand that this is a community event that supports 
itself and that you support the event and your community - no one makes any money its all going back to the event itself.
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